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IF ROBOTS CAUSE HARM, WHO IS TO BLAME?
SELF-DRIVING CARS AND CRIMINAL LIABILITY

Sabine Gless, * Emily Silverman, ** and Thomas Weigend***

The fact that robots, especially self-driving cars, have become part of our daily

lives raises novel issues in criminal law. Robots can malfunction and cause

serious harm. But as things stand today, they are not suitable recipients of

criminal punishment, mainly because they cannot conceive of themselves as

morally responsible agents and because they cannot understand the concept of

retributive punishment. Humans who produce, program, market, and employ

robots are subject to criminal liability for intentional crime if they knowingly

use a robot to cause harm to others. A person who allows a self-teaching robot to

interact with humans can foresee that the robot might get out of control and

cause harm. This fact alone may give rise to negligence liability. In light of the

overall social benefits associated with the use of many of today s robots, however,

the authors argue in favor of limiting the criminal liability of operators to

situations where they neglect to undertake reasonable measures to control the

risks emanating from robots.
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INTRODUCTION

Robots have arrived in our daily lives. Whereas in the past, images of

autonomous vehicles were the stuff of screenwriters and science fiction

novelists, today, self-driving cars are becoming reality with astonishing

speed. We all hope that robots will make our lives better. After all, they

have a nearly infinite capacity for processing information, their attention
span is less limited than ours, and they make fewer mistakes. The scenario

of self-driving cars, for example, offers new opportunities to facilitate the
mobility of disadvantaged persons such as the disabled, the elderly, and

those too young to drive.
But what if a ride in a self-driving car ends in a fatal accident?' It would

be foolish to assume that self-driving cars are error-proof. They can func-
tion properly only if they interact safely with their environment, especially

surrounding traffic, which includes human drivers, pedestrians, cyclists,

and in the future, other self-driving cars as well as "intelligent streets."

A self-driving car may be unable to react appropriately to an unforeseen

crisis, or its complicated technology may simply fail and cause an accident
involving damage, injuries, or even the loss of human life. When this

happens, there is bound to be a public outcry coupled with the demand

for a determination of responsibility, including allocation of civil damages

and criminal liability. 2

The question of responsibility for such failures is difficult to resolve

because self-driving cars not only operate without a driver, but also without

an entirely defined operational modus. The defining feature of Intelligent
Agents such as self-driving cars is smart technology, which mines data for

patterns and reacts to them without human interference. Self-driving cars,

for example, will most probably be capable of learning from the data they

i. See Frank Douma & Sarah Aue Palodichuk, Criminal Liability Issues Created by

Autonomous Vehicles, 52 SANTA CLARA L. REV. 1157, 1159 (2012); Eric Hilgendorf, Konnen
Roboter schuldhafi handeln?, Ethische und rechtliche Fragen zum Umgang mit Robotern,
Kzinstlicher Intelligenz und Cyborgs, in JENSEITS VON MENSCH UND MASCHINE 119

(Susanne Beck ed., 2012); Woodrow Hartzog, Unfair and Deceptive Robots, 74 MD. L. REV.

785, 791 (2015).
2. For a discussion of criminalization in the context of new technologies, see Sarah

Summers, EU Criminal Law and the Regulation of Information and Communication Tech-
nology, 3 BERGEN L.J. 48, 54 (2015).
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collect.' They detect patterns in the universe of data, build models from

these patterns, and use these models to make predictions and/or decisions.4

This means that a self-driving car is in part the product of an engineer and

in part a self-taught machine. It is a mash-up of preset algorithms, envi-

ronmental conditions, the input of users, and artificial intelligence. Robots

do, of course, follow instructions, but these instructions tell them to be

independent, to learn from "experience," to try out new strategies, and to

learn from the outcome of these trials. Since the machine draws its own

conclusions, these outcomes cannot be predicted in advance. Neither its

human producers and programmers nor its human users can foresee all of

a robot's possible actions; all these actors can say for certain is that the

Intelligent Agent will devise its own solutions.5

Specialists in the areas of private law and insurance law have discussed
the issue of liability for damages caused by the robot "itself.' 6 Tort lawyers

have suggested that Intelligent Agents should themselves be held liable for

damages, possibly based on a no-fault liability scheme.7 Other options

would be to establish a private fund for indemnifying those who have

suffered damage from robot action or to create insurance systems." In

private law, the possibility of holding entities other than natural persons

3. For more information on technological approaches, see Adeel Lari, Frank Douma, &

Ify Onyiah, Self-Driving Vehicles and Policy Implications: Current Status of Autonomous

Vehicle Development and Minnesota Policy Implications, 16 MINN. J.L. Sci. & TECH.

735, 745 (2015).

4. Susanne Beck, Dealing with Diffusion of Legal Responsibility: The Case of Robotics, in

RETHINKING RESPONSIBILITY IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 167 (Fiorella Battaglia, Nikil
Mukerji, & Julian Nida-Ridmelin eds., 2014).

5. For more scenarios of robots allegedly committing crimes, see Hartzog supra note i,
at 791.

6. SeeJOCHEN HANISCH, HAFTUNG FOR AUTOMATION (2oo); Douma & Palodichuk,

supra note I, at 1159; Elbert de Jong, Regulating Uncertain Risks in an Innovative Society: A
Liability Law Perspective, in Robotik und Gesetzgebung 163 (Eric Hilgendorf & Jan-Philipp

Gunther eds., 2013).

7. Cf. HANISCH, supra note 6; Douma & Palodichuk, supra note I, at ii59; de Jong, supra

note 6; Peter Brautigam & Thomas Klindt, Industrie 4.0, das Internet der Dinge und das

Recht, 68 NEUE JURISTISCHE WOCHENSCHRIFT 1437, 1138-39 (2oi5); Lennart S. Lutz,

Autonome Fahrzeuge as rechtiche Herausforderung, 68 NEUE JURISTISCHE WOCHENSCHRIFT

119 (2015).

8. Malte-Christian Gruber, Rechtssubjekte und Teilrechtssubjekte des elektronischen

Geschiflsverkehrs, inJENSEITS VON MENSCH UND MASCHINE 133 (Susanne Beck ed., 2oi2).
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liable for damages is nothing extraordinary; thus, the system can accom-
modate robot liability with no great difficulty.

For criminal law, by contrast, it is difficult to accommodate "acts" of

nonhuman agents. Since there is no international criminal law governing
robots, each national legal system will need to devise solutions based on its

own general rules and principles. Pragmatic legal systems such as those of the
United States may be able to accommodate their models of criminal respon-
sibility to acts of robots much as they have integrated the "acts" of nonhu-

man, legal persons into their systems of criminal law.9 But other legal systems
are more hesitant in this respect. One example is Germany, whose criminal

law doctrine is still firmly rooted in nineteenth-century idealist philosophy.
Germany has so far resisted the idea of expanding criminal liability to non-

human agents, including corporations and other legal persons. So, if criminal
responsibility for robot action can be integrated into the German system, it

should be possible to replicate that feat anywhere. In the following we will
therefore concentrate on the question of whether and how criminal liability
for robots might fit into the German system of criminal law, and will contrast
that with the attitude of U.S. law toward robot liability.

I. CRIMINAL LIABILITY OF ROBOTS?

Let us first look at the question of whether the law can treat Intelligent

Agents as entities subject to criminal punishment.1" In the past, this was
primarily an issue for science fiction novels and movies.1 But with the

9. E.g., EDMUND P. EVANS, THE CRIMINAL PROSECUTION AND CAPITAL PUNISH-

MENT OF ANIMALS (I906), http://www.gutenberg.org/files/43286/43286-h/43286-h.htm.
io. On this question, see Beck, supra note 4, at 172 et seq.; Bert-Jaap Koops, Mireille

Hildebrandt, & David-Olivier Jaquet-Chiffelle, Bridging the Accountability Gap: Rights for

New Entities in the Information Society?, I MINN. J. L. Sc. & TECH. 497, 522 et seq.
(2010); Mireille Hildebrandt, Autonomic and Autonomous "Thinking" Preconditions for
Criminal Accountability, in LAW, HUMAN AGENCY AND AUTONOMIC COMPUTING 41

(Mireille Hildebrandt & Antoinette Rouvroy eds., 2O1).

ii. Eg, in STAR TREK, THE ULTIMATE COMPUTER (1968), McCoy declares, "Com-
passion. That's the one thing no machine ever had. Maybe it's the one thing that keeps men
ahead of them"; and Captain Kirk argues with a robot: "There were many men aboard those
ships. They were murdered. Must you survive by murder?" M-5: "This unit cannot murder."
Captain Kirk: "Why?" M-5: "Murder is contrary to the laws of man and God." Captain Kirk:
"But you HAVE murdered. Scan the starship Excalibur, which you destroyed. Is there life
aboard?" M-5: "No life." Captain Kirk: "Because you MURDERED it. What is the penalty
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advent of autonomous, self-guided robots, it may well be that Intelligent

Agents are no less "responsible" for their actions than human beings are.12

The issue of a robot's potential responsibility leads us back to the

fundamental question of what it means to be a "person." Philosophers

have long debated this question and have come to different conclusions.

One approach has based personhood on the capacity for self-reflection.

John Locke, for example, wrote that an "intelligent Agent," meaning

a human person, must be "capable of a Law, and Happiness and Misery."

Such an agent, moreover, must have a consciousness of his own past: "This

personality extends itself beyond present existence to what is past, only by

consciousness,-whereby it becomes concerned and accountable; owns

and imputes to itself past actions, just upon the same ground and for the

same reason as it does the present."' 3 Immanuel Kant similarly emphasized

the importance of self-consciousness: since man is conscious of himself, he

understands his own freedom and knows that his own will is the cause of

each of his acts. For that reason, a person knows that he could have

refrained from committing each of his acts and hence regards himself as

responsible for his acts. Kant cites the irrepressible voice of conscience

(Gewissen) as proof of the truth of this assertion. 14 As a consequence, other

persons may also hold the actor responsible for his acts.

Obviously, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century philosophers were not

thinking about contemporary robots. But it is clear that a modern-day

Intelligent Agent does not meet the requirements of personhood in the

idealistic sense: Although it may be able to learn and to make decisions that

are unforeseeable by humans, a robot nonetheless cannot be conscious of

its freedom, cannot understand itself as an entity with a past and a future,

and certainly cannot grasp the concept of having rights and obligations. 15

for murder?" M-5: "Death." Captain Kirk: "And how will you pay for your acts of murder?"

M-5: "This ... unit... must die."

12. Peter M. Asaro, A Body to Kick, But Still No Soul to Damn, in ROBOT ETHICS: THE

ETHICAL AND SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF ROBOTICS i69, 180-83) (Patrick Lin, Keith Abney,

& George A. Bekey eds., 2011).
13. JOHN LOCKE, AN ESSAY CONCERNING HUMAN UNDERSTANDING, § XVII, No. 26,

331 (169o).

14. Immanuel Kant, Kritik derpraktischen Vernunfi, in IMMANUEL KANT, WERKE IN

ZEHN BANDEN, Vol. 6, 223-24 (Wilhelm Weischedel ed., 1975).

15. See Lawrence B. Solum, LegalPersonhoodforArtificialIntelligences, 70 N.C. L. REv. 1231

(1992); ANDREAS MATTHIAS, AUTOMATEN ALS TRAGER VON RECHTEN (2d ed., 2010).
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Even robots that are able to learn do not have a conscience and do not

reflect upon whether their actions are good or bad. 16 Therefore we do not
view robots as "free" agents-which implies that we cannot hold them
"personally" responsible for any harm they may cause.

To be sure, these statements refer to Intelligent Agents as we know them

in 2016. Looking back at the rapid changes that have taken place in com-

puter sciences in recent decades, it is not unlikely, however, that Intelligent
Agents of the future will acquire qualities and capabilities that make them

even more like humans. Should they gain the capacity for self-reflection
and something like a conscience, the issue of their personhood may have to

be rethought.
17

But if robots are not persons in any philosophical or legal sense, can they

perhaps still be punished?

A. United States

In many legal systems, corporations (clearly not "persons" in the sense

discussed above) are subject to criminal sanctions.18 In the United States,
for example, corporate criminal liability has been in use for more than
a century.'9 On the federal level and in some states, the doctrine of re-

spondeat superior (borrowed from tort law) forms the basis of corporate
criminal liability. This doctrine permits the imposition of criminal lia-

bility on corporations for acts committed by their agents on behalf of the
corporation, for the benefit of the corporation, and within the scope of

i6. See Koops et al., supra note 1o, at 522 et seq.

17. For views on the legal status of robots, see Susanne Beck, Uber Sinn und Unsinn von
Statusfragen-zu Vor-und Nachteilen der Einfiihrung einer elektronischen Person, in
ROBOTIK UND GESETZGEBUNG 239 (Eric Hilgendorf & Jan-Philipp Giinther eds., 2013);

Mireille Hildebrandt, From Galatea 2.2 to Watson-And Back?, in HUMAN LAW AND

COMPUTER LAW: COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES 23, 27 et seq. (Mireille Hildebrandt &
Jeanne Gaakeer eds., 2013).

18. In Switzerland, for instance, corporations and other legal entities can be prosecuted

and fined up to five million Swiss francs if a wrongful act has been committed by individuals

within the scope of business and cannot be traced back to a particular individual because the
enterprise failed to adopt governance measures necessary to prevent criminal activity.

19. United States federal law allows corporations to be fined, sentenced to probation for
up to five years, ordered to make restitution, and/or required to notify the public and their
victims about their criminal wrongdoing; United States Sentencing Guidelines, Chapter 8.
For an overview, see Pamela H. Bucy, Corporate Criminal Responsibility, in I ENCYCLOPEDIA

OF CRIME AND JUSTICE 259 Uoshua Dressier ed., 2d ed. 2002).
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the agent's authority.2" Several states of the United States have adopted
a somewhat more restrictive approach based on the Model Penal Code,
which-depending upon the crime involved-requires conduct of a "high
managerial agent" for attribution to the corporation.2' The Code, it

should be noted, provides a "due diligence" defense for non-strict liabil-
ity offenses. This defense applies if the corporate defendant proves that
the high managerial agent with supervisory responsibility over the subject
matter employed due diligence to prevent commission of the offense.2 2

B. Germany

As of yet, Germany has not recognized "genuine" criminal responsibility of
legal entities.23 The main objections raised by German authors might

20. See, e.g., New York Central & Hudson River Railroad v. United States, 212 U.S. 481
(i909); United States v. Singh, 518 F.3d 236 (4 th Cir. 20o8); J. KELLY STRADER, UNDER-

STANDING WHITE COLLAR CRIME 16-47 (Od ed. 2011).

21. MPC § 2.07. See ELLEN S. PODGOR, PETER J. HENNING, JEROLD H. ISRAEL, &

NANCY J. KING, WHITE COLLAR CRIME 29 (2013).
22. MPC § 2.07(5).
23. An administrative fine can be imposed on corporations if one of their responsible

agents has committed a criminal or administrative offense on the corporation's behalf (§ 30
Gesetz iiber Ordnungswidrigkeiten). For the German discussion on corporate criminal
responsibility, see Klaus Volk, Zur Bestrafung von Unternehmen, 48 JURISTENZEITUNG

429 (1993); GONTER HEINE, DIE STRAFRECHTLICHE VERANTWORTLICHKEIT VON UN-

TERNEHMEN. VON INDIVIDUELLEM FEHLVERHALTEN ZU KOLLEKTIVEN FEHLENTWICK-

LUNGEN, INSBESONDERE BEI GRO9RISIKEN (1995); GiintherJakobs, Strajbarkeitjuristischer
Personen?, in FESTSCHRIFT FOR KLAUS LODERSSEN ZUM 70. GEBURTSTAG AM 2. MAI

2002 559 (Cornelius Prittwitz ed., 2002); Michael Hettinger (ed.), REFORM DES SANK-

TIONENRECHTS: VERBANDSSTRAFE, Vol. 3 (2003); Bernd Schiinemann, Strafrechtliche
Sanktionen gegen Wirtschaftsunternehmen?, in STRAFRECHT UND WIRTSCHAFTSSTRA-

FRECHT: DOGMATIK, RECHTSVERGLEICH, RECHTSTATSACHEN. FESTSCHRIFT FOR KLAUS

TIEDEMANN ZUM 70. GEBURTSTAG 429 (Ulrich Sieber, Gerhard Dannecker, Urs Kind-
hduser, Joachim Vogel, & Tonio Walter eds., 2008); Wolfgang Frisch, Strafbarkeitjuristischer
Personen undZurechnung, in GESAMTE STRAFRECHTSWISSENSCHAFT IN INTERNATIONALER

DIMENSION. FESTSCHRIFT FOR JURGEN WOLTER ZUM 70. GEBURTSTAG AM 7. SEP-

TEMBER 2013 349 (Mark A. Zi~ller, Hans Hilger, Wilfried Kuiper, & Claus Roxin eds., 2013);
Martin B6se, Strajbarkeit juristischer Personen-Selbsverstdndlichkeit oder Paradigmenwechsel
im Strafrecht, 126 ZEITSCHRIFT FOR DIE GESAMTE STRAFRECHTSWISSENSCHAFT 532 (2014).

See also the 2oi3 Draft Code of corporate criminal liability: Gesetzentwurf des Landes
Nordrhein-Westfalen fur ein Verbandsstrafgesetzbuch, http://www.justiz.nrw.de/JM/
justizpolitik/jumiko/beschluesse/2ol3/herbstkonferenzi3/zw3/TOP-I I_5Gesetzentwurf.pdf.
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equally apply to the criminal liability of robots: first, legal entities cannot
"act", that is, they are not capable of autonomously setting goals for them-

selves and acting to reach those goals; and second, they are incapable of

realizing the wrongfulness of their conduct and therefore cannot be blamed

for their actions.
We shall leave open the question of whether these objections are appo-

site with respect of corporations; but do they apply to robots? The sight of

a driverless car traveling on the road or a drone gliding through the sky

certainly gives the impression of Intelligent Agents as "actors," as masters of

their own motion. But for German criminal law theorists, an "act" requires

an autonomous will. 24 Whereas some writers speak of an "act" whenever

the actor's movement is not dominated by someone else,25 others regard

the goal-orientation (Finalitdt) of a human act as its distinguishing char-

acteristic. According to this latter view, a physical act can be subject to the

criminal law only if it has been caused by a person's will to achieve a certain

purpose.26 Can robots fulfill this requirement? Because of their ability to
adapt to their environment, Intelligent Agents can autonomously deter-

mine the steps they need to take in order to reach the goal that has been set
for them. For example, a self-driving car may well be able to identify

another vehicle approaching an intersection and "decide" not to stop

because it assumes from what it has learned that it has the right of way.

Yet it is an open question whether an Intelligent Agent makes autonomous

judgments that can be regarded as products of its "own" will or whether it

simply makes choices in accordance with its programming. Regardless of

how this question is answered today, it cannot be ruled out that, in the

24. For an overview ofvarious "act theories," see HANS-HEINRICH JESCHECK & THOMAS

WEIGEND, LEHRBUCH DES STRAFRECHTS, ALLGEMEINER TElL 217-31 (3th ed. 1996);

CLAUS ROXIN, STRAFRECHT ALLGEMEINER TElL 1: GRUNDLAGEN. DER AUFBAU DER

VERBRECHENSLEHRE 236-71 (4th ed. 20o6); ingeborgPuppe, vor§ 13 marginal note 31 etseq.,
in NoMos KOMMENTAR STRAFGESETZBUCH (Urs Kindhauser, Ulfrid Neumann, & Hans-
Ullrich Paeffgen eds., 4 th ed. 2013).

25. See JORGEN BAUMANN, ULRICH WEBER, & WOLFGANG MITSCH, STRAFRECHT

ALLGEMEINER TEIL 207-11 (iith ed. 2003).
26. Hans Welzel, Die deutsche strafrechtliche Dogmatik der letzten 1oo Jahre und die finale

Handlungslehre, 6JURISTISCHE SCHULUNG 4zi-28 (1966); HANS WELZEL, DAS DEUTSCHE

STRAFRECHT33-42 (iith ed. 1969); for a similar modern view, see GONTER STRATENWERTH

& LOTHAR KUHLEN, STRAPRECHT ALLGEMEINER TElL. DIE STRAFTAT 57-58 (6th ed.
2011); GUNTER STRATENWERTH, SCHWEIZERISCHES STRAFRECHT. ALLGEMEINER TEIL I:

DIE STRAFTAT 128-29 (4 th ed. zoii).
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future, Intelligent Agents, which even now are capable of learning, remem-

bering, and selecting, will be ascribed the capability of forming their own

will.
27

But even if a robot is assumed to make judgments, it is-at least as of

today-unable to set its own goals; a robot, moreover, is unaware of the

social (let alone moral) consequences of its actions. There has been some
debate as to whether an Intelligent Agent may someday acquire the ability

to reflect on its own actions, but so far there has not been any positive
evidence to that effect.2 8 This means that the answer to the question of
whether a robot can act ultimately depends on whether we employ a "thick"

definition of an "act," one that includes the ability to make autonomous

decisions on goal-setting, or a "thin" definition, according to which an act
is any physical movement that has not conclusively been determined by

another agent.
Even if it is assumed that robots can act, the more difficult question

remains of whether they can be blamed for what they do. In Germany, the
"principle of blameworthiness" is deemed to be guaranteed by the consti-

tution.2 9 In a leading judgment of 1952, the Federal Court of Justice held

that every adult person is capable of free and responsible moral self-

determination. Since adult persons can decide in favor of the right and
against the wrong, and can adapt their conduct to the requirements of the

law, the Court continued, adult persons may be blamed for violating legal

norms.30 According to this reasoning, blameworthiness presupposes the
actor's ability to decide between doing right and doing wrong, or in other
words, presupposes the actor's ability to avoid committing a wrongful act.

This definition seems categorically to exclude the blameworthiness of even

27. Cf. Beck, supra note 17; Hildebrandt, supra note 17, at 27-28.

28. See DOUGLAS HOFSTADTER, FLUID CONCEPTS AND CREATIVE ANALOGIES:

COMPUTER MODELS OF THE FUNDAMENTAL MECHANISMS OF THOUGHT 179-204 (1997).

29. See 45 ENTSCHEIDUNGEN DES BUNDESVERFASSUNGSGERICHTS [hereinafter BVER-

FGE] 187, 227 (1977); 95 BVERFGE 96, 140 (i996). In i23 BVERFGE 267, 413 (2009), the

constitutional court maintained that even a constitutional amendment would not be able to

abolish the principle of blameworthiness, because it is rooted in the supreme value of human

dignity. On the principle of blameworthiness, see generally ROXIN, supra note 24, at 85i-8o;

STRATENWERTH & KUHLEN, supra note z6, at 159-91; KRISTIAN KOHL, STRAFRECHT

ALLGEMEINER TElL 364-43o (7 th ed. 2012); HELMUT FRISTER, STRAFRECHT ALLGEMEI-

NER TEIL 29-40 (7th ed. 2o5).

30. 2 ENTSCHEIDUNGEN DES BUNDESGERICHTSHOFES IN STRAFSACHEN [hereinafter

BGHSTI94, 200 (1952).
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highly intelligent robots. In spite of their "intelligence," robots are machines

that complete their tasks in accordance with their programming; they are not

imbued with the ability of moral self-determination. This result does not

change significantly even if we take into account certain results of experi-

mental brain research that cast doubt upon the freedom of humans to decide

between various courses of action on the basis of moral considerations.3 1

Whatever neuroscientists may discover about the predetermination of

human decision making, social relations-including the formation and

application of legal norms-are based on the assumption that a person has

a "free will," that is, that his actions can be attributed to him unless he is

immature or mentally ill.
32

In the view of some German authors, criminal culpability has acquired

a more functional character. They view attribution of culpability not as

a moral reaction to a faulty exercise of free will but rather as a means to

reinstate the community's trust in the validity of the law violated by the

offender. 33 According to this view, the attribution of criminal culpability to

a person presupposes that the person had the capacity to put into question

the validity of a legal norm. Young children and insane persons do not have

this capacity because their actions are not determined by reason and

31. See, e.g., Wolf Singer, Verschaltungen legen unsfest: Wir sollten auJhdren, von Freiheit
zu sprechen, in HIRNFORSCHUNG UND WILLENSFREtHEIT: ZUR DEUTUNG DER NEUESTEN

EXPERIMENTE 30-65 (Christian Geyer ed., 2004); MICHAEL PAUEN & GERHARD ROTH,

FREIHEIT, SCHULD UND VERANTWORTUNG: GRUNDZOGE EINER NATURALISTISCHEN

THEORIE DER WILLENSFREIHEIT (2oo8). For critical assessments from the perspective of
criminal law, see Thomas Hillenkamp, Strafrecht ohne Willens eiheit? Eine Antwort auf
die Hirnforschung, 6o JURISTENZEITUNG 313 (2005); Franz Streng, Scbuldbegiff und

Hirnfrrschung, in FESTSCHRIFT FOR GONTHER JAKOBS ZUM 70. GEBURTSTAG AM 26.

JULI 2007, 675 (Michael Pawlik & Rainer Zaczyk eds., 2007); Gunnar Duttge, U]ber die

Briicke der Wllensfreiheit zur Schu/d-Eine thematische Einftihrung, in DAS ICH UND SEIN

GEHIRN, DIE HERAUSFORDERUNG DER NEUROBIOLOGISCHEN FORSCHUNG FOR DAS

(STRAF-) RECHT 13 (Gunnar Duttge ect, 2009); Bettina Weier, IstdasKonzeptstrafrechdicher

Schuld nach § 20 StGB durch die Erkenntnisse der Neurowissenschaft widerlegt?, 16o GOLT-
DAMMERS ARCHIV FOR STRAFRECHT 26 (2OI3); REINHARD MERKEL, WILLENSFREIHEIT

UND RECHTLICHE SCHULD: EINE STRAFRECHTSPHILOSOPHISCHE UNTERSUCHUNG (zd ed.
2014).

32. See GONTHER JAKOBS, STRAFRECHT ALLGEMEINER TEIL: DIE GRUNDLAGEN UND

DIE ZURECHNUNGSLEHRE 484-85 (2d ed. i991); ROXIN, supra note 24, at 869-8o; FRISTER,
supra note 29, at 31-33. See also Immanuel Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunfi, in IMMANUEL
KANT, WERKE IN SECHS BANDEN, Vol. 2, 5O1 (Wilhelm Weischedel ed., 1975).

33. See JAKOBS, supra note 32, at 471-75.
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therefore cannot be seen as a challenge to the continuing validity of a legal

norm. An actor's performance of a criminal act can be a threat to the

continuing validity of a norm only if the actor in that particular situation

can be regarded as participating in a discourse on normative questions.

This, again, requires an actor who has the capacity to engage in self-
reflection.34 It would make little (social) sense to attribute culpability to

a being that is incapable of recognizing its own past and evaluating its past

actions in accordance with a moral reference system. An entity that does

not have a conscience cannot participate in a dialogue on ethical issues and

cannot respond to reproach. Such an agent-for example, a child or a per-

son afflicted with a mental illness that severely impairs the ability of moral

reasoning-can be physically restrained if he poses a threat to himself or

others, but it makes litde sense to treat him as culpable.

C. Robot Perspective

Modern Intelligent Agents can make decisions based on an evaluation of
their options. They can be taught to react to "moral dilemmas," that is, to

choose to forego the pursuit of a goal if the goal can only be achieved by

causing significant collateral harm. For example, although a self-driving car

is programmed to reach its destination quickly and without detours, it can

(and must) be programmed in such a way that it does not run over pedes-

trians blocking the road.3 5

Researchers engaged in the emerging field of machine ethics seek to

determine whether-and if so, how-a system of decision making based

on morals can be programmed into robots.36 At present, these efforts are

34. See LOCKE, supra note 13; see further Kurt Seelmann, Personalitdt und Zurechnung von
der Aulkliirung bis zur Philosophie des Idealismus, in "TOUJOURS AGITE-JAMAIS ABATTU":

FESTSCHRIFT FOR HANS WIPRACHTIGER 575 (Marianne Heer, Stefan Heimgartner, Marcel

Alexander Niggli, & Marc Thommen eds., zou); KURT SEELMANN & DANIELA DEMKO,

RECHTSPHILOSOPHIE 152-54 (6th ed. 204).

35. The computer science community is currently discussing ethical dilemmas for

Intelligent Agents: Should they be programmed to run over one pedestrian if, by so doing,

they would save the lives of three others? SeeAlex Tabarrok, The Google- Trolley Problem, June

15, 2oL2, at http://marginalrevolution.com/marginalrevolution/20lz/o6/the-google-trolley-

problem.html. See also TORSTEN PFOTZENREUTER, INTELLIGENTES MISSIONSMANAGE-

MENT FOR AUTONOME MOBILE SYSTEME (2005).

36. THOMAS GEORGES, DIGITAL SOUL: INTELLIGENT MACHINES AND HUMAN

VALUES (2003); J. STORRS HALL, BEYOND Al: CREATING THE CONSCIENCE OF THE
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still in their infancy, mostly because the formalization of ethical decisions
appears to be exceedingly complicated.37 Nevertheless, some researchers

expect that Intelligent Agents will one day acquire the ability to engage in
moral reasoning. Robots might be programmed with a system of "merits"
and "demerits" for certain decisions they make, and that system could be
treated as an analogue to human self-determination on moral grounds. Once

that step has been taken, the attribution of criminal culpability to robots will
no longer be out of the question.3' The concept of culpability would then
have to be adapted to the characteristics of Intelligent Agents. An Intelligent

Agent could be "blamed" for its actions if it was able to recognize that they
were undesirable and was hence able to evaluate them as "negative."

Assuming that robots can be blamed, can they also be punished? The

sanctions in our criminal codes are geared toward human beings; they are
neither meant nor designed to punish nonhuman entities.39 Even where
legal persons are formally subject to criminal punishment, the (mostly
monetary) sanctions available are not intended to affect the corporation

as such but rather to affect those human beings who have an interest in the
financial well-being of the corporation: shareholders, members, or man-

agers of the corporation.4 ° It is difficult, at present, to imagine sanctions

MACHINE (2007); WENDELL WALLACH & COLIN ALLEN, MORAL MACHINES: TEACH-

ING ROBOTS RIGHT FROM WRONG (2009); MICHAEL ANDERSON & SUSAN LEIGH AN-

DERSON, MACHINE ETHICS (zoI).

37. See Nick Bostrom & Eliezer Yudkowsky, The Ethics ofArtificial Intelligence, in THE

CAMBRIDGE HANDBOOK OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 316 (Keith Frankish & William M.
Ramsey eds., 2Oi); Luke Muehihauser & Louie Helm, Intelligence Explosion and Machine
Ethics, in SINGULARITY HYPOTHESES: A SCIENTIFIC AND PHILOSOPHICAL ASSESSMENT

IOI (Amnon Eden, Johnny Soraker, James H. Moor, & Eric Steinhart eds., 2oi2), http://
intelligence.org/files/IE-ME.pdf; Christopher Charles Santos-Lang Moral Ecology Approaches
to Machine Ethics, in MACHINE MEDICAL ETHICS Im (Simon Peter van Rysewyk & Matthijs

Pontier eds., 2014).

38. Cf. Gruber, supra note 8, at 15o; Gunther Teubner, Elektronische Agenten undgrosse
Menschenaffen: Zur Ausweitung des Akteurstatus in Recht und Politik, 27 ZEITSCHRIFT
FOR RECHTSSOZIOLOGIE 5 (2oO6); Susanne Beck & Benno Zabel, Person, Personlichkeit,
Autonomie-Juristische Perspektiven, in PERSONLICHKEIT: NEUROWISSENSCHAFTLICHE UND
NEUROPHILOSOPHISCHE FRAGESTELLUNGEN 49 (Michael Zichy & Orsolya Friedrich eds.,

2014); Mireille Hildebrandt, CriminalLiabilityand "Smart"Environments, in PHILOSOPHICAL

FOUNDATIONS OF CRIMINAL LAW 507 (R.A. Duff & Stuart P. Green eds., 2014).

39. See WALLACH & ALLEN, supra note 36; MATTHIAS, supra note 15.

40. It is difficult to answer the question of whether and under what conditions it is
appropriate to punish these persons for the wrongdoing of others whose acts have been
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against Intelligent Agents that would fulfill the same purposes as criminal
sanctions imposed on human beings. Since a robot does not have property

(at least, it cannot be aware that it has property),4 1 any fine imposed on it
would have to be paid by its legal owner or some fund created for potential

liability. The physical destruction or impairment of the robot might, to

a human observer, look like corporal punishment or even the death penalty;

but it would not have a comparable effect on the robot, at least as long as it is
not imbued with a will to live (in "good health"). Robots, in short, are

incapable of understanding the meaning of punishment and therefore cannot

draw a connection between anything "done to them" and their prior fault.
In sum, robots that take action only in accordance with the way they

have been programmed may not qualify as actors in the sense of the

criminal law. Even robots that appear to make their own decisions by

identifying patterns in their memory and selecting one possible course of

action currently do not possess the sort of self-awareness and self-reflection
that would make them possible targets of blame. But this might change if
Intelligent Agents were to learn to address and decide issues of morality.4 2

The final step would be to make robots capable of understanding punish-

ment, that is, to teach them to associate certain changes in their environ-
ment with the wrongfulness of their prior acts. But it seems that there is

a long way to go before this final stage is reached.

II. CRIMINAL LIABILITY OF THE "HUMAN BEHIND
THE MACHINE"?

If robots cannot be punished, under what conditions should humans

be held criminally responsible for producing, programming, or using

attributed to the legal person; see Mordechai Kremnitzer & Khalid Ghanayim, Die Straf-
barkeit von Unternehmen, 113 ZEITSCHRIFT FOR DIE GESAMTE STRAFRECHTSWISSENSCHAFT

539, 542 et seq. (zooi); Kurt Seelmann, Unternehmensstrajbarkeit: Ursachen, Paradoxien und

Folgen, in WIRTSCHAFT UND STRAFRECHT. FESTSCHRIFT FOR NIKLAUS SCHMID ZUM 65 .

GEBURTSTAG 169 (Jiirg-Beat Ackermann, Andreas Donatsch, & J6rg Rehberg eds., 2oo1);
MATTHIAS FORSTER, DIE STRAFRECHTLICHE VERANTWORTLICHKEIT DES UNTERNEH-

MENS NACH ART. 102 STGB 38-39 (2oo6); Thomas Weigend, Societas delinquere non

potest?: A German Perspective, 6 J. INT'L CRIM. JUST. 927, 941-42 (2oo8); Gerson Triig,

Sozialkontrolle durch Strafrecht-Unternehmenssrafrecht, i6 STRAFVERTEI DIG ERFORuM 471,

473 (2on).
41. See Koops et al., supra note io, at 527 et seq.

42. Hildebrandt, supra note 16, at 27 et seq.; Beck, supra note 4.
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intelligent machines that cause harm? For example, should the engineer
who helps develop a self-driving car incur criminal liability for homicide if

the car "makes a decision" that causes the death of a bystander?
If a human intentionally or knowingly programs a robot so that it causes

harm to a person, the programmer's criminal responsibility can easily be
established on the basis of traditional concepts of attribution and mens rea:
The programmer commits the criminal act by using the robot-irrespec-
tive of its artificial intelligence-as a tool for carrying out the programmer's

intention, and she does so with the requisite intent or knowledge.43

Cases of negligence pose greater problems. Can the producer, program-
mer, and/or owner-collectively referred to hereafter as "operator"-of

a self-driving car be held criminally responsible for negligent bodily injury
to the pedestrian? Take, for example, a self-driving car that runs over a small
child because its environment-scanning sensors misinterpreted its sur-
roundings and failed to identify the child as a human being.44 Or, take

the unfortunate experience of a South Korean woman who learned the hard
way about the risks of employing a robot: while she lay napping on the
floor, her robot vacuum cleaner sucked up her hair, apparently mistaking
her mane for dust.45

To answer this question and comparable questions of liability arising
from a whole host of scenarios, we can refer to a body of law-statutes and
cases that deal with the (negligent) use of machines by human beings.46 We
need not, in principle, depart from the conventional tools of product
liability. In the South Korean case, it would appear that one or more of
the robot vacuum cleaner's preset algorithms-possibly the one controlling
its ability to sense and avoid obstacles-contributed to its failure to recog-
nize the sleeping woman's hair as an obstacle, a failure that led to an injury.

43. Another case that falls into this category is the so-called Google bomb, which

manipulates search results for individual websites.
44. For a comprehensive overview on differences in current sensor technologies, see Lari,

Douma, & Onyiah, supra note 3, at 745.
45. Justin McCurry, South Korean Woman's Hair "Eaten" by Robot Vacuum Cleaner as

She Slept, THE GUARDIAN, Feb. 9, 2oI5, http://www.theguardian.com/world/2oI5/feb/og/
south-korean-womans-hair-eaten-by-robot-vacuum-cleaner-as-she-slept.

46. Brautigam & Klindt, supra note 7, at 114o; Bryant Walker Smith, Proximity-Driven

Liability, 1o2 GEO. L.J. 1777 (2oi4); Stephen S. Wu, Product Liability Issues in the U.S. and
Associated Risk Management, in AUTONOMES FAHREN. TECHNISCHE, RECHTLICHE UND

GESELLSCHAFTLICHE ASPEKTE 575 (Markus Maurer, J. Christian Gerdes, Barbara Lenz, &
Hermann Winner eds., 2015).
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A. Germany

Under German law, an actor is liable for criminal negligence if causation of

a relevant harm (e.g., someone's death or injury) can be attributed to the
actor, if he could have foreseen the harm, and if he failed to exercise the due
care necessary to avert the foreseeable harm.4 7 The general idea behind
responsibility for negligence is the actor's failure to pay sufficient attention

to the harm he may cause to others. Liability is imposed if the actor could

have prevented the harm in question if he had applied himself to doing so.

Where even a diligent person could not realize that harm is imminent,
there is no wrongdoing and hence no punishability. For example, if a wire
is invisibly connected to an explosive device, and anyone who touches the

wire triggers the device, a person who causes the explosion by touching the
wire cannot be punished as long as she had no reason to suspect that her

seemingly harmless act would cause an explosion. Similarly, if a person is
unable to prevent the occurrence of harm, such as a train driver who is

unable to stop the train in time to avoid hitting a child playing on the
tracks, that person cannot be held criminally liable for negligence.

The standards of due attention and due care are geared toward human

beings. They cannot simply be transferred to robots because robots cannot

"foresee" consequences they have not been programmed to foresee. But what
about the human being who designs, programs, or produces the robot?

Intelligent Agents of the latest generation, as we have seen, make deci-

sions that their operators cannot foresee in detail. A self-driving car, for
example, must interact with an unpredictable and only partly smart envi-

ronment. Depending on its built-in learning mode, the robot will use all

stored and incoming information to establish working predictions regard-
ing its dynamic environment. Operators know that robots will indepen-

dently analyze the information they acquire and that they will act

autonomously in response to the results of their analyses.
This means that the operator cannot reduce to zero the possibility that

robots may cause harm to others. This fact suggests two mutually exclusive

47. Gunnar Duttge, § 15 marginal notes 107 et seq., in I MONCHENER KOMMENTAR ZUM

STRAFGESETZBUCH (Wolfgang Joecks & Klaus Miebach eds., ad ed. zo1). For con-

siderations on liability for negligence concerning Intelligent Agents, see Eric Hilgendorf,

Grundfragen strafrechtlicher Compliance am Beispiel der strafrechtlichen Produkthaftungfiir

teilautonome technische Systeme, in CRIMINAL COMPLIANCE VOR DEN AUFGABEN DER

ZUKUNFT 19, 24 et seq. (Thomas Rotsch ed., 2013).
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conclusions about the operator's liability for negligence. It could be argued

that he cannot be held responsible because the machine is acting "on its

own"; alternatively, it could be claimed that he can foresee any and all harm
that robots might cause and therefore should face de facto strict liability for
the results of the robots' acts.

The first line of argument is unconvincing. The fact that Intelligent
Agents are generally unpredictable cannot relieve their operators of liability

because it is the robots' very unpredictability that gives rise to duties of care.
Likewise, if the manager of a zoo releases a tiger from its cage and the tiger
kills people on the street, the zoo manager could not successfully argue that

tigers are wild animals and therefore cannot be controlled. Since we have
seen that robots cannot be held criminally liable, generally exempting their

operators from liability would mean, in effect, that no one would be held
criminally responsible for the death of a random victim of an errant driv-
erless car." Therefore, a person who can foresee that his action might harm
interests protected by criminal law (such as the life and health of other
persons) is obliged to refrain from that action.4 9 Hence, if the zoo manager

can foresee that the tiger, if set free, will harm human beings, he must
refrain from releasing the tiger from its cage. The same applies to poten-

tially dangerous products: If the producer of a car can, with appropriate
diligence, know that the vehicle's brakes are unreliable in bad weather, the
producer violates her duty of care if she nevertheless markets the car.

Germany has developed stringent rules of civil liability for unsafe pro-
ducts, and these rules have largely been transferred into criminal law, so

that their breach may lead to criminal responsibility for negligence.50

Before marketing a product, the producer must ascertain that it meets

48. For the problems of civil liability under U.S. law, see e.g., John W. Terwilleger,
Navigating the RoadAhead: Florida Autonomous Vehicle Statute and Its Effect on Liability, 89
FLA. B.J. 26, 27 (205).

49. Duttge, supra note 47, § 15 marginal notes 121 et seq.
50. The leading case on criminal product liability is 37 BGHSt io6 (i99o) ("Lederspray").

On the relationship between criminal and civil product liability, see Lothar Kuhlen,
Grundfragen der strafrechtlichen Produkthaftung, 49 JURISTENZEITUNG 1142 (1994); WIN.

FRIED HASSEMER, PRODUKTVERANTWORTUNG IM MODERNEN STRAFRECHT 74 (2d ed.
1996); Joachim Vogel, vor § 15 marginal notes 277-281, in I STRAFGESETZBUCH. LEIPZIGER

KOMMENTAR (Wilhelm Heinrich Laufhitte, Ruth Rissing-van Saan, & Klaus Tiedemann
eds., izth ed. 2007); Sabine Gless, Strafrechtliche Produkthaftung, 31 RECHT 54, 57 (2013);

Lothar Kuhlen, Strafrechtliche Produkthaftung, in HANDBUCH WIRTSCHAFTSSTRAFRECHT

79 (Hans Achenbach & Andreas Ransiek eds., 4 th ed. 2oi5).
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current scientific and technical standards and that its safety for customers
has been adequately tested.5 1 When the product is on the market, the

producer must continuously monitor customer feedback and must react

immediately to complaints of accidents or harm caused by the product. If

necessary to avoid further damage, the producer must issue warnings, recall

defective products for repair, or even stop marketing them altogether. If the
producer fails to adhere to these standards, he may be criminally liable for

any harm caused by the product and may be convicted of intentional (if he

was aware of the risk) or negligent bodily injury or homicide by omission.52

The reason for this type of criminal product liability is not the unlawful

creation of a risk but the mere fact that the producer, in pursuing economic
interests, lawfully creates a risk for the general public by releasing an

Intelligent Agent whose reactions cannot be safely predicted and con-

trolled.53 The unique feature of this concept of criminal liability is the fact
that a perfectly legal act-the marketing of a self-driving car in accordance

with the current state of knowledge and technology-may trigger criminal
liability for omission.54 It may be difficult for the car industry to accept this

broad ambit of liability. But victims of accidents caused by malfunctioning

self-driving cars would find it equally difficult to accept a situation in

which, in the absence of a driver, no one is held responsible for the damage

caused.

B. United States

The situation is similar in the United States. If the victim of the robot

vaccum cleaner mentioned above brought suit against the robot's operator

51. For IT products, see Briutigam & Klindt, supra note 7, at 1n40.

52. Thomas Weigend, § 13 marginal notes53 etseq., in I STRAFGESETZBUCH. LEIPZIGER

KOMMENTAR (Wilhelm Heinrich Laufhitte, Ruth Rissing-van Saan, & Klaus Tiedemann
eds., izth ed. 2007); Kuhlen, in HANDBUCH, supra note 50, at 79.

53. For Switzerland, see 134 IV AMTLICHE SAMMLUNG DER ENTSCHEIDUNGEN DES

SCHWEIZERISCHEN BUNDESGERICHTS [BGE], z55, z6o et seq. For Germany, see Lothar
Kuhlen, Straihaftung bei unterlassenem Riickrufgesundheisgefdhrdender Produkte - Zugleich

Anmerkung zum Urteil des BGH vom 6.7.99o - 2 StR 54 9189 , io NEUE ZEITSCHRIFT FOR

STRAFRECHT 566, 568 (1990); JAKOBS, supra note 32, at 81z-i3; GEORG FREUND, ERFO-

LGSDELIKT UND UNTERLASSEN 199-223 (1992).

54. As to liability for omission based on unlawful creation of risk, see STRATENWERTH,

supra note 26, at 467-68; ANDREAS DONATSCH & BRIGITTE TAG, STRAFRECHT I.

VERBRECHENSLEHRE 308 (9 th ed. 2oi3); FRISTER, supra note 29, at 303 et seq.
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in the United States, she would have to prove that the robot's failure was

the result of a design defect, a manufacturing defect, inadequate instruc-
tions or warnings regarding the risks of harm posed by the robot, or of

some combination of these three categories.55 Furthermore, if the facts

indicated that the manufacturer took a substantial and unjustifiable risk

of causing the injury, the manufacturing enterprise could also face liability

for criminal negligence, defined as a gross deviation from the standard of

reasonable care.56 Where liability is formally based on fault, manufacturers

must take all reasonable steps proportionate to the risk to reduce foresee-

able risks of harm. In most instances, this means that manufacturers must

do the following: exercise reasonable care to eliminate from their products

all substantial dangers that can reasonably be designed away; warn con-

sumers about all substantial hidden dangers that remain; manufacture their
products in such a way as to minimize dangerous flaws; and be careful to

avoid misrepresenting the safety of their products.5 7 To avoid negligence-

based liability, manufacturers must exercise reasonable care in all of these
respects; if they do so, responsibility for any remaining dangers in the use of

the products-whether defects, inherent hazards, or generic risks-must

be borne by consumers. In the context of strict liability, manufacturers of

unavoidably hazardous products must ensure that their products are free of

production defects and must warn consumers of hidden dangers.58

Although more than thirty states have adopted some version of duties

arising after the sale of a product, including the duty to warn and the duty

to update,59 post-sale duties are not uniform and consistent among the

states of the United States, and courts have repeatedly refused to impose on

manufacturers a post-sale duty to update (a duty that has been rejected by

scholars as well). 60

55. Restatement (Third) of Torts: Products Liability § 2 (1998); Douma & Palodichuk,

supra note I, at 1159; BRUCE L. OTTLEY, ROGELIO A. LASSO, & TERRENCE F. KIELY,

PRODUCTS LIABILITY LAW 123-24 (2d ed. 2013).

56. JOSHUA DRESSLER, UNDERSTANDING CRIMINAL LAW 132 (7 th ed. 2o15). For

a discussion of corporate criminal negligence, see David Kerem, Change We Can Believe In:

Comparative Perspectives on the Criminalization of Corporate Negligence, 14 TRANSACTIONS:

TENN. J. Bus. L. 95 (2012).

57. Merton E. Marks, US Product Liability Law, 2 INT'L Bus. LAWYER 69 (1998).

58. David G. Owen, Inherent Product Hazards, 93 Ky. L.J. 377, 379 (2004).

59. Tom Stilwell, Warning: You May Possess Continuing Duties After the Sale of Your
Product!, 26 REV. LITIG. 1035, 1037 (2007).

6o. Smith, supra note 46, at 18o2-o8.
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III. LIMITING CRIMINAL LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE

There is no good reason why the same standards should not apply, in
principle, to the marketing of robots as well. One should indeed beware

of giving profit-seeking operators carte blanche for taking inappropriate

risks with the life and health of other persons. Yet, there may be good

reasons for limiting producers' liability with regard to self-driving cars. If

the use of self-driving cars leads to an overall reduction of accidents and
provides the elderly and disabled with equal access to the advantages of

personal mobility, it would seem unfair to place the (criminal) responsi-
bility for causing harm entirely with the operator of the vehicle. Moreover,

if the risk of criminal liability could not be averted even by exercising the
greatest care possible, robots would soon be eliminated from the market,

and the benefits associated with their introduction would be lost. Whereas

it is true that operators of self-driving cars create risks to the life and health

of others, one should not forget that the same is true for the manufacturing

and sale of traditional, person-driven cars. In 2014, 3,377 persons died on
German streets as a result of traffic accidents, most of which were caused by

human failure.6
1

Replacing human-driven cars by self-driving cars might indeed reduce

the overall harm caused in street traffic; society may therefore have a valid

interest in promoting the use of self-driving cars. Rather than devising all-
or-nothing rules, it is necessary to carefully balance the conflicting interests
involved. There is, on the one hand, the interest of victims of robots'

malfunctioning in receiving redress for the harm they have suffered. On

the other hand, producers have a legitimate interest in profitably marketing
robots whose development they have bankrolled. Society at large is inter-

ested in reliable and convenient technological applications but also in

technological progress, including the benefits that self-driving cars can

provide. Given these conflicting interests, we should look for an interme-

diate solution with regard to criminal responsibility for negligently causing
harm. Although the unpredictability of the results of autonomous learning
makes the possibility of harmful activity of robots foreseeable, we might

wish to limit their operators' criminal liability by adjusting the standard of

6i. Statistisches Bundesamt, at https://www.destatis.de/DE/ZahlenFakten/
Wirtschaftsbereiche/TransportVerkehr/Verkehrsunfaele/TabellenUnfaelleVerunglueckte.
html.
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care and introducing a margin of tolerance of some errors in designing and
programming such cars.

A reduction of criminal responsibility could be achieved by limiting
attribution of harmful results. Criminal law theory typically does not con-

sider an actor who causes a harmful result responsible if his conduct and the

resulting harm are not linked in a way that sustains an attribution of
responsibility. One reason for excluding responsibility in this situation

could be the primary attribution of the harmful result to the autonomous

act of another person, to the victim himself, or to "chance" (which is
another word for normal risks inherent in living in our dangerous world).

Normally, harm caused by a person's careless act or omission is attrib-

uted to that person. But traditional German doctrine6 2 as well as U.S.

scholars63 recognize an exception for cases in which another person auton-
omously interferes with a causal chain of events, affecting it in such a way
that the harmful result no longer appears to be the "work" of the original
actor. For example, if A culpably causes a traffic accent that injures victim

V, and V is taken to the hospital where he dies of his injuries, V's death is

attributed to A's act. But it may well be different if B sets a fire to the
hospital building while V is being treated there, and V dies in the flames. In

this case, V's death will not be attributed to A's act, even though V would
not have died in the hospital unless A had injured him. The limits of

attribution in cases where a third person intervenes are far from clear,
however.'4 There is no absolute protection of a merely negligent first actor65

6z. See, e.g., JESCHECK & WEIGEND, supra note 24, at 28i; Puppe, supra note 24, vor § 13

marginal notes 236-38, J6rg Eisele, vor § 13 StGB marginal notes 77, 1oo et seq., in STRAF-

GESETZBUCH. KOMMENTAR (Adolf Schonke & Horst Schr6der eds., 29 th ed. 204).

63. WAYNE R. LA FAVE, CRIMINAL LAW § 6.4(0(5), 367 (5th ed. 2010); SANFORD H.

KADISH, STEPHEN J. SCHULHOFER, & CAROL S. STEIKER, CRIMINAL LAW AND ITS

PROCESSES: CASES AND MATERIALS, 586-607 (9th ed. 2012).

64. Jost ANTONIO CARO JOHN, DAS ERLAUBTE KAUSIEREN VERBOTENER TATEN -

REGRESSVERBOT (2007); Puppe, supra note 24, vor § 13 marginal notes 16768; DRESSLER,
supra note 56, at i90 ("There are no hard and fast rules for rendering the commonsense
Icommunity justice' determination of when an intervening cause supersedes the defendant's

conduct.").

65. As in the case where A negligently leaves a loaded gun in a public place and B grabs

the gun and shoots V. On the argument that an intentional act ofB should always predude

A's liability for negligence (so-called Regressverbot), see Wolfgang Naucke, Uber das Regress-

verbot im Strafrecht, 76 ZEITSCHRIFT FOR DIE GESAMTE STRAFRECHTSWISSENSCHAFT 409

(1964); WOLFGANG FRISCH, TATBESTANDSMAIIGES VERHALTEN UND ZURECHNUNG DES
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from attribution of guilt, even if the injury was actually brought about by
a third person.

66

In our context, one would have to answer the question of whether the
intervention of a robot breaks the chain of attribution between the opera-
tor's act and the harm caused. For an observer, the sudden swerving of
a self-driving car onto the sidewalk may appear to be an arbitrary, auton-
omous decision of the car and not the result of faulty programming or some
other negligent act of the person who produced or marketed the car. But
there are two strong arguments against categorically relieving the "man
behind the machine" of responsibility by cutting off the chain of attribu-
tion. First, appearances may be misleading; the harm caused may indeed be
the result of negligent programming and not of some unforeseeable quirk
of the car. Second, as long as the robot itself cannot be held criminally
responsible, the victim (and society) may face a responsibility gap; it would
be impossible to hold either the machine or the persons behind it crimi-
nally liable, even for serious harm caused by the robot. Such a responsibility
vacuum might cause a precipitous drop in support for robotic inventions.
These considerations counsel against generally absolving the robot's opera-
tors of responsibility for harm caused by the robot.

According to another aspect of the theory of attribution, a person is not
criminally responsible if the harm at issue is the result of a "normal" risk of
daily life; in such situations the victim is expected to bear the harm without
redress. For example, if D persuades V to take a walk in the forest, and
a tree cracks from natural causes, killing V, the death of V will not be
attributed to D even though V would not have been killed without D's
persuasion to take a walk. This result holds true, according to German
doctrine,67 even if D had wished V to be killed during the walk. In the
United States, a so-called coincidental intervening cause, such as a falling
tree or a bolt of lightning, likewise breaks the chain of causation caused by

ERFOLGES 62-63 (1988); RoXIN, supra note 24, at 236-37; CARO JOHN, supra note 64,
at 55-56; Puppe, supra note 24, vor § 13 marginal notes 167-68, 236-37; Eisele, supra note 6z,

vor § 13 StGB marginal notes 77, 1oo et seq.

66. IfA runs over V with his car, intending to kill him, but V is only injured and dies in
the hospital fire set by B, V's death may still not be attributed to A, but the case is much

closer than if A were only negligent.

67. See Tonio Walter, vor § 13 StGB, marginal notes io3 et seq., in I STRAFGESETZBUCH.
LEIPZIGER KOMMENTAR (Wilhelm Heinrich Laufhiitte, Ruth Rissing-van Saan, & Klaus

Tiedemann eds., 12th ed. 2007); Puppe, supra note 24, vor § 13 marginal notes 236 et seq.
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a defendant's criminal act, unless the intervening cause is foreseeable.68

Thus, if-as in the above example-he death of V caused by a falling tree
cannot be attributed to D, even if D secretly wished for V's death, D
committed no criminal act at all.

Relying on these theories, it might be argued that robots are part of the
"normal" risks of life, comparable to lightning or fMlling trees. At present,
however, and in the near future, the appearance of a potentially dangerous
robot cannot be regarded as an everyday occurrence that members of the
general public must simply tolerate and integrate into their lives. Rather,
releasing a robot into the real world is still viewed as creating an exceptional
risk, so that any harm caused by the robot would normally be attributed to
its operator if causation can be proved.

But this may change in the foreseeable future. In the Internet, the
ubiquity of search engines engaged in data processing has arguably made
them a commonplace occurrence, with the consequence that their inherent
risks are accepted by most users. Indeed, users who order goods and services
from online merchants and who look for information with the help of
search engines are fully aware that the Intelligent Agents operating these
Internet services are storing their personal data and may later use these data
in violation of users' privacy rights.6 9 It may therefore no longer be pos-

sible to attribute the ensuing harm to the users' personal rights, to the

operator of the Intelligent Agent. In the future, self-driving cars may well
become "normal" partners of interaction. As soon as they are viewed as an
everyday part of street traffic, encountering such vehicles will become
a normal risk for humans, and the operator of the self-driving car will not

be criminally liable for its generally foreseeable malfunctioning, but only
for harm incurred due to preventable construction, programming, or
operating errors.

68. KADISH, SCHULHOFER, & STEIKER, supra note 63, at 571-84; DRESSLER, supra note
56, at 191-93.

69. See Naren Ramakrishnan, Benjamin J. Keller, Batul J. Mirza, Anath Y. Grama, &
George Karypis, Privacy Risks in Recommender Systems, IEEE INTERNET COMPUTING 54

(Nov.-Dec. 2ooi), available at http:l/citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdocldownload?doi=io.I.I.2.

2932&rep=repI&type=pdfh for more detailed information, see Krista Nadakavukaren

Schefer, Ein vo1kerrechtlicher Schutz der kollektiven Privatsphdre? Der Schutz der Privatsphare
und die Anonymitdt im Zeitalter kommerzieller Daten, 133 ZEITSCHRIFT FOR SCHWEIZER-

ISCHES RECHT 259 (2OI4).
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Even before this time arrives, however, we might choose to limit crim-
inal liability of operators by reducing their duty of care,70 in particular with

regard to the rule that one must not expose others to risks that one cannot

control. Even where it is foreseeable that robots may commit fatal mistakes
resulting from misguided self-learning, the duty of operators of (at least
some) robots could be reduced to employing the best knowledge and
technology available in manufacturing, programming, testing, and moni-

toring them. Producers of robots must test them extensively and must

closely observe, in particular, their autonomous learning processes. They
must, moreover, monitor feedback from customers and must react imme-
diately to reports of harmful conduct.7 1 If, for example, a newly introduced

self-driving car for unknown reasons has isolated incidents of malfunction-
ing, the producer will have to examine possible causes. If these incidents

cannot be explained by improper handling or interference of third parties,

and if the problem cannot be resolved by reprogramming the car, the
producer will have to take the car off the market. If the producer fails to

do so and the car causes harm to persons, he will be liable for negligent or
even intentional bodily injury or homicide.72

Operators who comply with these strict standards could be deemed to
have fulfilled their duty of care, even though they (along with everyone

else) know that certain risks remain. If a robot, due to its autonomous
learning process, deviates from what was expected, the harm caused by such

(generally foreseeable) aberrations would be attributed to "society," which
agrees to accept certain residual risks necessarily associated with the

employment of Intelligent Agents. The person harmed by such malfunc-

tioning would consequently be regarded as a victim of a socially accepted
risk, not as a victim of the negligent wrongdoing of any particular person.

70. Cf. Vogel, supra note 5o , vor § 15 marginal notes 214 et seq.; Puppe, supra note 24, vor

§ r3 marginal notes 157 et seq.; Eisele, supra note 62, Vorbem. § § 3ff StGB, marginal note 91.
An alternative and functionally equivalent solution might be to recognize responsible risk-

taking (erlaubtes Risiko) as a grounds of justification; see the discussion in RoxIN, supra note

24, at 382-83; Theodor Lenckner & Detlev Sternberg-Lieben, Vorbem. §§ 32 ff StGB,

marginal note 1o7b, in STRAFGESETZBUCH, KOMMENTAR (Adolf Schbnke & Horst Schrb-

der eds., 29 th ed. 204). But it might be difficult to explain to the victim of an out-of-
control, self-driving car that the harm done to him was justified and that, therefore, the

victim must rightfully suffer it without redress.
71. Kuhlen, supra note 52.

72. Gless, supra note 50, at 59, has called this a "dormant duty to act," which comes alive

whenever reports of harmful incidents appear.
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CONCLUSION: The Policy Issue in Germany and the United States

The prospect of totally autonomous cars being part of daily life may still be

some years away. In Germany, technology capable of driving a car, such as
auto-pilot or parking devices, may only be used if a human being present in

the car is capable of taking over in case of an emergency. In the United

States, where self-driving cars currently undergo testing,73 policy guidelines

and legislation require a properly licensed driver to be present in the vehicle

and to be ready to intervene if a technical problem arises.74 The potentially

uneasy coexistence of humans and robots raises the question of the extent

to which the human on board may rely on the self-driving car and under

what circumstances he or she must take over. Practical questions such as

these may be of greater urgency to today's lawyers than the futuristic ones

treated in this article; but they can more easily be resolved within the
confines of traditional criminal law doctrine.

In contrast, totally autonomous cars and other Intelligent Agents push

traditional criminal law doctrine to its limits. We have seen that, at present,

self-driving cars cannot be held criminally liable because they lack the

ability to act culpably (in any traditional sense) and because they cannot

comprehend the idea of punishment. In the future, however, robots may

become so similar to human beings that they, like us, will be able to "feel"
the effects of criminal punishment. Once this stage has been reached, it

might well make sense to consider punishing robots.

Both in Germany and the United States, operators of self-driving cars

may be convicted of negligent injury or homicide if a car causes injury or

death because of a foreseeable malfunction. In that case, criminal liability

can be imposed on operators in accordance with general rules, even if their

negligence consists only in a failure to react properly to reports of danger-

ous incidents. But foreseeing and controlling the conduct of self-teaching

robots may become so difficult for human operators that we may need to

raise the requirements for criminal negligence liability, lest the risk of

punishment inhibit the further development and use of robots. If society

embraces the convenience, the opportunities, and the safety assurances

73. See, e.g., Google Self-Driving Car Project, at http://www.google.com/selfdrivingcar.

74. See, e.g., Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 4 82.A.0 70 (204); Cal. Veh. Code § 38750 (b) (2o5);

Fla. Stat. 316.86(1). For a further overview of current legislation, see http://www.ncsl.org/

research/transportation/autonomous-vehicles-legislation.aspx.
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associated with self-driving cars, it should also be willing to accept the fact

that (possibly very rare cases of) unexpected actions of robots will lead to

(generally) foreseeable harm to random victims.
Tolerance for robot malfunctions must however be subject to strict

limitations. The challenge remains to strike a fair balance between society's

interest in promoting innovation and the dangers associated with the use of
Intelligent Agents with destructive potential. One factor to be considered

in the balancing process is the social benefit of the robot at issue in relation

to its potential for harm.75 Under this kind of utilitarian approach, stan-

dards of care should be stricter with respect to robots that are of lesser social
value, such as toys. With respect to self-driving cars, on the other hand, the

risk remaining after careful testing and monitoring may be offset against

the general benefits of using such cars.
In the end, each society must answer for itself the question of whether

investment in chances for a better life should be rewarded with an exemp-

tion from criminal responsibility for some of the risks involved-and what

these risks are.

75. CORNELIUS PRITTWITZ, STRAFRECHT UND RISIKO: UNTERSUCHUNGEN ZUR

KRISE VON STRAFRECHT UND KRIMINALPOLITIK IN DER RISIKOGESELLSCHAFT 297-98

(1993); Christian von Bar, Die Grenzen der Hafiung des Produzenten, in PRODUKTVER-

ANTWORTUNG UND RiSIKOAKZEPTANZ 40-41 (Manfred Lieb ed., 1998).


